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Wireless AHRS, GPS, ADS-B receiver and now, Data Recorder!
Oviedo, FL: Levil Aviation is once again brining innovation to flight! With the release of the new iLevil 3 series,
you will now have Data Recording capabilities. Over the last 3 years the iLevil has cemented itself as one of the
best AHRS, GPS, and ADS-B receivers on the market. The new iLevil 3 boasts all of the same features of units
past and adds the ability to accept a standard SD memory card which will record and save all of your flight
information.
This information can then be transferred into
an excel spreadsheet to gain a clear picture of
your flight (position, airspeed, altitude,
attitude, etc.). The data is also saved in FDR
format which will allow users to replay their
flight in X Plane Flight Simulator.
Levil Aviation sees this becoming a great tool in this industry. Whether being utilized in a flight school
environment to recreate flight in a safe environment with students or flight testing in a new aircraft, users will
now have access to valuable information with minimal effort and costs.
Levil Aviation always strives to enhance our current products by always looking
for ways to add functionality and usefulness to the instruments we manufacture.
As a company that is owned and operated by pilots, for pilots, we try to add
features that we feel would make the overall flying experience safer,
informative, and fun.
Additional information on the iLevil3
• Optional GPS source meets the position source performance requirements of §91.227 for ADS-B OUT in the
experimental aircraft market.
• Ability to communicate with currently installed transponders (mode-s), to activate extended squitter, meeting
ADS-B mandate for 2020 on experimental and light sport aviation.
About Levil Aviation: Pioneers in this industry, originally working in the background manufacturing electronic
attitude indicators for various certified products in general aviation. Levil Aviation was the first to manufacture a
standalone AHRS unit for the IPad, eventually developing and introducing the iLevil all in one avionics products
for IOS/Android leading to the release of the iLevil 3 AHRS, GPS, ADS-B Receiver and Data Recorder.

